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“When you determine what you want, you have made the most important decision of your 

life. You have to know what you want in order to attain it.”  Douglas Lurton 

Introduction 

  Enterprise creation in the private sector is a sure way to addressing the unemployment 

burden and malaise in Nigeria 

 Funding often posses a challenge both in growing and setting up an enterprise 

 The finance option taken can be the difference between success and failure 

 Sourcing start-up capital requires a multi-faceted approach 

 Every business has a unique capital requirement 

Finance Options for Start Ups 

  Personal Savings

  Loan from family and friends

  Credit supply (from creditors)

  Bank Loans

1.  Personal Savings

  For most start-ups in Nigeria, this option is the most desirable but often unavailable

  Enjoys the benefit of starting small-to-big

  Most advised where certainty of generating adequate cash flow cannot be guaranteed

  Maximizes the control of the entrepreneur

  



 

2.  Loan from family and friends

  Mostly not always available

  Minimal restrictive covenant

  Where available in most cases provides bigger succor than personal saving

  May be recalled at short notice. Long-term use not guaranteed

 

 

3.  Credit supply (from creditors)

  Creditors (suppliers) could provide huge buffer finance for start-ups

 Depending on the industry and environment, a very many enterprises in Nigeria are 

build around this finance once trust   is established

   Just be sure not to enslave yourself to a handful of powerful suppliers in the process

 

4.  Bank Loans/Overdraft

  Major source of finance for start-ups

  They can finance all the asset needs

 Unlike other financing relationships, you can pay off your loan early and terminate the 

 agreement.

  Banks averse to funding start-ups

  Restrictive and collateral requirement

  High probability that the bank will turn you down

 Aside the use of personal savings, employing the other sources of funds is like 

paddling a boat in rivers with sharks. Were the manager not careful, the sharks could 

 become violent – eating up every yield (profits) all the way.

 For all of the financing sources, the entrepreneur must be dogged to ensure that the 

 „sharks does not rock the boat‟

  Within the Nigerian context, bank loan is the most risky

 

 Some Facts

 In Nigeria, the majority of (young) entrepreneurs source their start-up finance from 

 family and friends

 E.g. Dangote started with a N200,000 loan from his uncle (Sanusi Abdulkadir) at age 

 21 in 1978.

 Folu Ayeni started with personal saving of N15000 in 1997 by the wife to start the 

 tantalizer business

  The ability to secure finance depand on the viability of the intended  business and how 

creditors are convinced to want to share in the risk of the venture 

  



 

 


